THANK YOU FOR STICKING
WITH YOUR COWORKERS
But we must stay vigilant to ensure a clean hospital

More than 1,400 workers signed our petition demanding
better EVS staffing for a clean hospital.

AND CHILDREN’S MANAGEMENT HEARD YOU
LOUD AND CLEAR!

With your support, we stopped management from stripping benefits away from 21 of
your coworkers in the upcoming EVS Rebid! This is an unprecedented victory!
We also secured a review process, so we can document and address any changes that
result in a dirtier hospital.
However, the Rebid will still leave fewer EVS workers covering larger assignments.
That’s why it’s super important to report if an area isn’t clean and could cause a patient
care issue. If we document cleanliness issues, we can use the review process to solve
them. (See backside of leaflet for more details).
So let’s continue to stand together to make our hospital the best place it can be for
patients and their families.
For more information, contact NUHW Organizer
Beverly Griffith at (510) 978-7454 or bgriffith@nuhw.org
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HELP US MAKE OUR HOSPITAL CLEAN
Our agreement with management over the EVS rebid saved benefits for EVS workers,
but it still leaves them cleaning a larger portion of the hospital than prevously. We’re
concerned that will result in a dirtier hospital, so we’re asking everyone to document
any instances in which you see an area of the hospital that is not clean.
We will use this in future meetings with management to determine if the rebid is
resulting in a dirtier hospital and must be altered for the safety of our patients.
Please use this sheet to document any cleanliness issues you find. Thank you!
NAME/TITLE

AREA OF PROBLEM

DESCRIPTION OF PROBLEM
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